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EVALUATION OF IRRIGATION PUMPING PLANT .EFFICIENCIES 
AND COSTS IN THE HIGH PLAINS OF EASTERN COLORADO 
by 
D. L. Miles and R. L. Longenbaugh* 
INTRODUCTION 
More than a century ago several of 
the early irrigation developers dreamed 
of diverting streams from the Rocky Moun-
tains to irrigate vast acreages in the 
High Plains of Eastern Colorado. However, 
Those dreams faded when it was discovered 
that the surface water supplies were not 
adequate for even the easily accessible 
portions of the South Platte and Arkansas 
River Valleys Local ground water remains 
the primary water source for the nearly 
12,000 square miles of land in the High 
Plains of Eastern Colorado. 
This area is divided into two parts 
by the Arkansas River Basin. The Northern 
High Plains includes all of Phillips, Yuma 
and Kit Carson Counties and parts of Sedg-
wick, Logan, Washington, Lincoln, Cheyenne, 
Kiowa, and Powers Counties. Nearly all of 
the ground water used in this area comes 
from the Ogallala formation, consisting of 
beds of clay, silt, sand and gravel mixed 
and cemented together in varying degrees. 
The Southern High Plains includes most of 
Baca County and a portion of Southeastern 
· Powers County. Most irrigation wells in 
the Southern High Plains obtain water from 
the Ogallala formation, but many also tap 
the lower lying Dakota and Cheyenne sand-
stones. ~ (2)** 
In the period . of 1908-1910, interest 
developed in attempts to use large wind-
mills to pump irrigation water from the 
Ogallala formation in Western Kansas. 
*Extension Irrigation Engineer, Agricul-
tural Engineering Department, CSU; and 
Assistant Professor, Civil Engineering 
Department,. CSU respectively. 
**Numbers in ( ) are References Cited. 
Several windmills were spaced around 
small reservoirs which provided temporary 
storage for the water. Wind was considered 
to be free power, but the giant windmills 
proved too costly to construct and maintain. 
Soon crude turbine pumps were avail-
able, but they were quite inefficient and 
early internal combustion engines were too 
expensive to operate. Pumping equipment 
was improved greatly over the next thirty 
years, but very few wells were drilled. 
Few farmers were convinced that irrigation 
from deep wells was profitable. 
Good prices and favorable weather en-
couraged a large increase in dryland crop 
acreage in the High Plains after WW II. A 
few irrigation wells were drilled but by 
1950 there were only about 180 irrigation 
wells in the Northern High Plains and 
about 30 in the Southern High Plains. Dry 
weather in the mid-1950's encouraged more 
irrigation development. By the end of 
1960, the number of wells had increased to 
about 500 in the Northern High Plains and 
over 200 in the Southern High Plains. 
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Most pumping plants were powered by 
gasoline, diesel or propane engines. The 
introduction of natural gas in Baca County 
by Plateau Natural Gas Company triggered 
acceleration in irrigation development. 
Plateau expanded into Kit Carson County 
in 1963 and 1964. During the same period,_ 
the rural electric associations were also 
building new lines and supplying low-cost 
power in much of Yuma, Phillips, Washing-
ton and Kit Carson Counties. Irrigation 
development boomed. As of January 1, 1968, 
there were approximately 2,000 ir-rigation 
wells in the Northern High Plains and over 
700 in the Southern High Plains. 
One of the major CO:'Sts of irrigation 
farming in the study area is the cost of 
obtsining the water·. I ne fi.cient pumping 
plants can grea.tly increase t h is cost and 
be the difference between profit . and loss 
on a marginal farming operation. Taken 
collectively, excessive umping costs in 
an area can have a substantial effect on 
that area's economy. 
As rapid irrigati.om development got 
under way, several power suppliers, well 
drillers, the CSU Extension Irrigation 
Specialist and others he ame concerned 
about the efficiencies ~ many of these 
deep well pumping plants Irrigation 
clinics were held by the Colorado State 
University Extension Service during the 
Winter of 1962-63. At ~ese meetings, in-
formation on obtaining a good irrigation 
well and conducting suecessful irrigation 
enterprises was: present~ to the farmers, 
land owners, bankers and ,power suppliers. 
These clinics brought au considerable 
interest in irrigation mping plants. 
The need for pump·i.Dg plant efficien-
cy data became generall recognized, and 
with the cooperation and :financial support 
of local natural gas and electric power 
suppliers, a pumping plamt efficiency 
study was initiated in Aillgust of 1964. 
The principle objectives -were to measure 
pumping plant efficienc~ .B and to gather 
pumping cost data on tne plant s tested. 
PROCEDURE 
Farmers desiring to have their pump-
ing plants tested contac.fted t heir county 
agent ~ho scheduled the ests in an order 
which resulted in a minimum of travel dis-
tance between tests. The applicants were 
given a set of record f orms and asked to 
furnish all information fuich they had 
available on their pumpim:g plant and to 
keep records on. its ope tion during that 
pumping year. Included ere well depth, 
drillerfs name~ date drilled, well speci-
fications, well co.sts, pnwer unit costs, 
pump make and model, r epa irs, maintenance, 
labor, hours of operati ~ crop acrea ges 
irrigated and other relevant data. When 
the field test personnel arrived to test 
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the pumping plant, they checked and re- . 
corded all available information on the 
pumping plant. 
Pumping lifts or elevation head were 
measured by lowering an electrical sounder 
in the well unt i l it contacted the water. 
Pressure head was measured by use of a 
pressure gauge in the discharge line. Fric-
tion head or fri ction losses in the pump 
·column and discharge head were taken from 
manufacturer's t ables. Elevation head, fric-
tion head and pressure head were then added 
to determine tot al operating head. 
On most tests the discharge was mea-
sured with a twelve-inch Sparling propel-
ler meter. The meter was calibrated to 
record the total number ·of gallons pumped. 
A stop watch was used to time the flow. 
These measurements were used to calculate 
the discharge i n gallons per minute. Other 
measuring methods were used when necessary. 
Rates of use of electrical power and 
natural gas were meas~red by timing meters 
with a stop watch . Equipment was not avail-
able for precise meas~rement of fuel use 
by propane and diesel engines, so it was 
estimated from the operator's records. As 
a result, the e f f i ciency measurements for 
plants using these fuels were much less 
accurate than for electrical and natural 
gas plants. 
Water horsepower was calculated using 
the total operating head and the discharge. 
Input horsepower was determined from the 
fuel or power consumption data. Efficiency 
was calculated as water horsepower divided 
by input horsepower multiplied by 100 to 
. express it as a percentage. 
MEANING OF EFFICIE'NCY DATA 
Efficiency fi gures presented in this ' 
report are the percentages of the poten-
tial energy in power or fuel which is 
transformed into lifting water and putting 
it under pressur e. An efficiency percent-
age for one type of power source may be 
compared with other efficiencies for the 
same power source or a standard for that 
power source, but they should never be 
compared with the efficiency figures for -
an~ther type of power source. · 
DESIRABLE LEVELS OF EFFICIENCY 
- - --- - -. Each pump can operate at near peak 
efficiency only under a limited range of 
head-discharge conditions. This is also 
t~,u~ - or power units. Since it is -not 
practical for each manufacturer to make 
a model for each set of conditions, most 
pumps and pow~r unit applications will 
fall between the peak efficiency points 
o£ two models. Also, different models have 
different peak efficiencies. Therefore, 
ii~ may be possible to fit one particular 
well with a pumping plant which operates 
a~ a higher efficiency than is possible 
for another well which has different 
-characteristics. 
__ - ~ However, nearly all wells can be fit 
with pumping plants which can operate at 
reasonably high efficiency. A theoretical 
analysis by combining performance data on 
pumping plant components indicates that 
if all equipment is properly selected and 
operated, new electric plants should have 
efficiencies of 64-71% with an average of 
6·6-.4%, and new natural gas plants ·· should 
have- efficiencies of 15.0-17.4% with an 
average of 15.8%. Wear would be expected 
to reduce these efficiencies, so slightly 
lower efficiencies and a wider range of ef-
ficiencies would be expected in the field. 
As discussed in more detail later in this 
report, the measured efficiencies of well-
designed electrical plants ranged from 
60.5% to 70.0% with an average of 65.6%. 
The measured efficiencies of well-designed 
natural gas plants ranged from 14.4% to 
17.1% with an average of 15.6%. Therefore, 
the theoretical efficiencies appear to be 
reasonable goals for pumping plant design. 
MEASURED EFFICIENCIES 
A total of 302 plants were tested. 
Of these, 132 were powered hy natural gas 
engines, 125 by electric motors, 42 by 
L.P. gas engines, and 3 by diesel engines. 
Physical features of some wells and 
pumping plants prevented accurate measure-
ment of pumping levels of other necessary 
information. .Tests on such plants were 
omitted from the surranaries. Also included 
are a few wells outside the study area, 
which were tested to obtain special data 
for comparison purposes, but they are not 
included in the summaries. 
Table 1 - -· ~ :- - - - - - ~- -: - - ~ - -- - - - .:. 
__ Summary of Pumping Plant Efficiency Tests by Counties 
- - -------- Electric Powered Natural Gas Powered - ---- - ---- • 
: E.:: - - . Plants Ave . Plants Ave. 
- - - - -- - County Tested Effie. Tested · Effie. -
-- - -
- · - :--:~ Sedgwick - - - - - -- 6 52.8% 2 11.2% 
_; Phillips 17 59.0% 4 13.6% 
~ ~ W~shington 8 44.6% 3 15.6% 
Yuma 22 60.0% 10 13.9% 
Kit Carson 14 52.3% 57 11.6% 
Northern High Plains 67 55.7% 76 12.2% 
--. - -
Baca 0 42 10.2% 
Prowers 0 11 10.8% 
:- -_:- · Southern High Plains 0 53 10.5% 
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It is apparent· from Table 1 that the 
average efficiencies were generally much 
lower t han should be expected f rom good 
plants. The fact that measured efficien-
cies varied gre·a tly from county to county 
suggests that differences in type of water 
bearing format i ons, in sa fe wel l yields 
or in pumping rates might be r e sponsible. 
However, analysis of t he data did not in-
dicate that such relationsh ips existed. 
Therefore, designs of ind ividual pumping 
plants were examined to d etermine the 
causes of low efficiency. 
Very few natural ga s powered pumping 
plants were found to be o perating within 
the efficiency range which should be ex-
pected from well-designed plants. Among 
electric powered installations , a larger 
percent were reasonably e ffic ient, but 
even so, many electric plants were operat-
ing at very low effic·i enc ies. The average 
effi c iencies and the efficiency ranges for 
both natural gas and e l e c tricity were simi-
lar to those measured i n previous studies 
in Nebraska and Kansas. (3,6) 
DIAGNOSIS OF PERFORMANCE PRO BLEMS 
To determine the cau ses of low effi-
ciency, i t is necessary t o have complete 
information on the pumping plan t. If the 
number and model of pump bowls were not 
stamped on the discharge head or if pump 
performance did not agree ·with the name-
plate, correct bowl model numbers were 
obtained from t he dri~ler or pump manu-
facturer when pbssible. Pump performance 
was compared with the manufacturer's per-
formance curves. Pump character istics tvere 
compared with well character i s tics to see 
if the pump fitted the we ll. Specificat-
ions for power units and other components 
were compared with requirement s to see 
how well they had been selected . 
The causes of low efficiency were 
found to be among the fol lowing : 
1. Inadequate well tes ting and knowledge 
of well characteri s tics. 
2. Incorrect pump select ion. 
3. Changes in pumping requirements be-
cause of altered irrigation system. 
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4. Incorrect engine selection. 
5. Improper well construction. 
6. Inadequate maintenance pumping plant. 
7. Improper operating prqcedures. 
Discussion of Table 2: 
In Table 2, more than one cause of 
low efficiency may be combined into one 
classification. For example, pumps may 
be poorly fitted for a well because of in-
adequate well testing, incorrect pump se-
lection, changes in the irrigation system, 
water table declines or a combination of 
these factors. The cause of inefficiency 
of an individual plant was determined if 
the data were adequate, but because of in-
teraction of causes, the data are present-
ed in general classifications. Also, the 
data are classified by what is believed to 
be the principal cause of low efficiency 
for each pumping plant. For example, some 
of the plants listed as having pumps t hat 
are poorly fitted to the wells also have 
incorrectly selected power units. 
Well Testing: 
About 30% of both the electric and 
natural gas wells included in Table 2 are 
listed as having poorly fitted pumps. In-
adequate well testing was found to be at 
least partially responsible for most of 
these. This was particularly true in Kit 
Carson County where the usual practice was 
to use very short well tests, even though 
the characteristics of the water bearing 
formation make such well tests very unre-
liable . In Kit Carson County, it was found 
that about 55% of all wells tested could 
not safely yield as much as 80% of the 
design capacity of the pumps which were 
installed, and 14% could not safely yielq 
50% of the design capacity of the pump. 
Several of the pumping plants tested 
had been selected without the benefit of 
a well test to determine the yield and ac-
companying drawdown. In some instances, 
the farmer's new pump was used to develop 
the well, resulting in severe wear on ·the 
new pump due to removal of sand and drill-
ing mud in the initial discharges. Wells 
should never be developed with the pump 
that is to be used for irrigation. 
Table 2 
Diagnosis of Pumping Plants in Kit Carson, Yuma, Washington, and 
Phillips Counties for which Adequate Information was Available 
Natura.! Gas Electric 
Number Ave. Eff. Number Ave. Effi. 
All pumping plants 
Pumps poorly fitted to wells 
Reasonably well fitted pumps 
Tests indicated pump perform-
ance much below manufactur-
er's specifications (likely 
caused by severe impeller 
wear or excessive impeller 
clearance) 
Pumps performing at near manu-
facturer's specifications 
Pumps fitted but engines or 
motors incorrectly selected 
Pumps and engines or motors 
properly applied 
Test pumping should not be begun 
until the well has been fully developed. 
The pump and power unit used for testing 
should be capable of pumping the well at 
a yield of at least 25% more than the de-
sired pumping rate. The well should be 
pumped at a rate greater tban the desired 
discharge for sufficient lengths of time 
(often 24 hours or longer) to establish a 
fairly steady pumping level. Measurements 
' of disc.harge and drawdown should be made 
at this pumping rate, at near the desired 
discharge and at lower pumping rates to 
obtain the data needed for the proper se-
lection of the pump and power unit. Recom-
mended procedures for well tests can be 
obtained from County Extension offices. 
Good well tests cost more, but the results 
of this study indicate that they are worth 
the cost. 
Pump Selection: 
Incorrect pump selection was also a 








12.0% 34 58.2% 
11.2% 10 45.4% 
12.3% 24 63.5% 
10.4% 3 54.6% 
13.8% 21 64.8% 
12.7% 7 63.1% 
15.6% 14 65.6% 
instances, it appeared to be a result of 
lack of understanding of proper pump se-
lection procedures by those making pump 
selections. Another problem is that al-
though wells in the study area tend to 
decrease in capacity over time, some pump 
manufacturers have advised installers to 
use pump selection procedures which fit . 
conditions in areas where well yields in-
crease with time. Also, it was foupd that 
some well installers attempted to fit all 
wells with only a very limited number of 
pump models. 
It appeared that poor pump selection 
was an even more serious problem in those 
pumping plants which are not included in 
Table 2. Adequate data was not available 
to make full analysis possible, but the 
test results indicated a tendency for sup-
pliers who were careless in selecting pumps 
to also provide customers with inadequate 
records on pumping plant specifications. 
Combined sprinkLer an~ gravity 1rrigation: 
Attempts to design umping plants for 
alternate sprinkler and g ravLty irrigation 
resulted in very low e-ff11ciency. Pumps are 
designed to operate mo~ effic·ently at a 
single discharge-head. ~~nt. Ewen very 
minor changes in opera tlling conditions 
can cause serious reduc~a~ns in efficien-
cy of some pump models:.. owev.er;, most pumps 
that are used for irri_ga ion will operate 
at acceptable efficierrc:y if the selection 
is close enough to reSllriltt in a discharge 
within ±20% of· the bes:t: <e ffic: ie111cy -point. 
Dual purpose us.e requ..:fners greatt deviation 
from the head-discharge relati n.ships at 
best efficiency point:... '1rhe.re re, the 
use of a single. pump fur altern-ate sprink-
ler and gravity irriga on sh ld not be 
cons ide red. If it is;. rn:ece·s.sary to use a 
- single well for both ~oses~ the pumping 
plant should be desigrrem for ~avity ir-
rigation and a booster ~mp should be 
used to provide pressUJ.:e 'for s rinkler 
operation. 
Irrigation system changes: 
Changes in irrigat: -,on systt:ems in-
volving increased pum~~ head cause 
lower efficiency and: re ult in reduced 
discharges. Some of the pump£ng plants 
in the study had been de~igned £or open 
discharge operation,. b.tutt are w used 
with pipe distribution. yste-ms.. ·Others 
were pumping water thr; g h acideti pipe 
and/or to a higher ele:wa ion t: an was 
allowed for in their· desi gn. f it is 
expected that the acrea -e to be irrigated 
will increaser that p.ipe is to he added 
to the system or tha·t.. o her changes will 
be made, these change$ mould b e consider-
ed in ·the initial pu~ election. 
Powe.r unit selection:· 
Incorrect power · un~t selec tion is 
another major cause o~f ow effi ciency. 
Table 2 indicates that his com~ideration 
is much more important or eng nes than 
-for electric motors. ~le t he ~fficien­
·cy of electric motor& d es not vary great-
ly with loading, it sh [d be oted that 
overloaded mot-ors have. i'horter lives, are 
less dependable and are ®ore expensive 
to maintain. On the o·ther ha rl, because 
of g;aduated energy· cos ~, under loaded 
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motors increase the average cost per kilo-
watt of power used. Overloaded motors were 
considered to be those having a power input 
of more than 0.87 kw per nameplate horse-
power (105% full -load). Underloaded motors 
were considered to be those with a power 
input of less than 0.65 kw per nameplate 
horsepower (75% full load). 
Incorrect engine selection was a 
major cause of low efficiencies among the 
natural gas pumping plants. A few engines 
were found to be too large, but it was 
found that the majority of all natural gas 
engines tested were overloaded (exceeded · 
the loading recommended in the following 
paragraph). Many of the internal combus-
tion plants in this study were so over-
loaded that they could not drive the pump 
at its rated speed, and as a result, the 
discharg~ was low and efficiency reduced. · 
Farmers with inadequate water to supply 
their crops during critical periods found 
that incorrect engine selection cost them 
crop yield reductions in addition to high-
er water costs as a result of pumping plant 
inefficiency. Recent observation indicates 
that more of the power units currently 
being installed are adequate in size in 
spite of the higher initial cost. 
In selecting natural gas engines for 
pumping in the Colorado High Plains, ade-
quate consideration should always be given 
to type of fu.el, Btu rating of natural gas, 
altitude and temperature. A power allow-
ance should be made for continuous duty 
reserve and friction losses in the gearhead 
and drive shaft. Neither overloaded nor 
underloaded engines are efficient. Also, 
excessive engine size increases fixed costs. 
Considering all costs, it is suggested that 
engines be selected so that the horsepower 
required on the pump shaft is 46-59% of 
the maximum natural gas horsepower rating 
of the engine for the speed at which it i .s 
to be operated. If no natural gas rating 
is available, the horsepower required at 
the pump shaft should be 36-47% of the_ gas-
oline rating for the engine selected. Since 
these ranges allow for gearhead losses, the 
figures for horsepower required at the pump 
shaft can be directly compared to electric 
motor size requirements unless a belt or 
gear drive is used. 
· Engine rpm: 
H1gh engine speeds were often used to 
obtain adequate horsepower from undersized 
engines. The results were a reduction in 
efficiency and a great reduction in engine 
Tife • • Maintenance costs were greatly in-
creased, and ignition system malfunctions 
reduced efficiency still more. Such en-
gi-nes-- were also more likely to fail during 
critical periods in the irrigation season. 
. ~ - - - - .. 
. - : tong stroke engines should be oper-
ated at ·lower speeds than short stroke en-
g-fnes. · It is recommended that the maximum 
speed for long stroke engines be limited 
to 1400 rpm for those with six inch strokes 
(i.e. Minneapolis-Moline HD800-6A and 
Waukesha F-817-G) and 1600 rpm for those 
with five inch strokes, with other long 
stroke engines having their maximum speeds 
adjusted accordingly. 
- The so-called short stroke-high speed 
engines (i.e. Crysler HT-413, Ford 534 and 
GMC 478) can be operated at higher speeds, 
but most of those in the study area have 
been applied at excessive speeds. Generally, 
they should be limited to maximum speeds 
of 1900-2000 rpm, depending on the length 
of -stroke and the engine construction. It 
should always be remembered that altitude 
and _the Btu rating of the natural gas in 
t~e Colorado High Plains make it desirable 
to . _~perate engines at lower speeds and 
w~~~ lig~ter loads than in some pump irri-
ga_t:i_on ar~as. 
-. ~ In_ selecting engines, it is often 
fo~nd that one engine model is too small 
w~~le the next larger model can produce 
_ ntQre _power than is needed. Too often, the 
smaller model is used at excessive speed. 
However, a few plants were found which had 
the larger engine models operating with a 
light load at excessive speed. The effi-
ciency of these plants can be improved by 
using gearhead ratios which will allow the 
engines to operate at lower speeds and 
more nearly full load conditions. 
Compression ratios: 
Engines should have higher compres-
sion ratios for natural gas than for pro-
pane. Test results indicated that effi-
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ciencies and horsepower output were gener-
ally lower for engines having compression 
ratios of less than 8.5:1. Some engine 
manufacturers recommend compression ratios 
of at least 10:1 for natural gas operation 
in the study area. 
Well construction: 
Improper well construction often re-
sults in sand pumping which wore out pumps 
rapidly. Poor screen selection and gravel 
packing with gravel which is too large are 
the most cormnon causes. One of these wells 
was producing only 35% of the water that 
the pump was designed ~or, but it was using 
more power than should have been required 
to pump at the pump's design capacity. 
Another prob~em resulting from poor 
well construction was air pumping as a re-
sult of cascading water. Both sand pumping 
and cascading water are responsible for 
much of the low efficiency in the South-
ern High Plains, where cost rather than 
quality of well construction appears to 
have been given primary consideration. 
It should also be'noted that incom-
plete well development and inadequate open 
area in well screens and perforated casing 
reduce pumping rates and increase water 
costs. Some of the effects of improper 
well con.struction are not reflected in ef-
ficiency data, but they may considerably · 
increase pumping costs. 
Maintenance: 
Inadequate maintenance and improper 
operating procedures reduce both efficien-
cy and the life of pumping equipment. En-
gines out of time, spark plugs misfiring, 
bad ignition points, improper engine cool-
ing, inadequate lubrication, dirty air 
cleaners and similar conditions can result 
in loss of power and poor performance of 
a properly selected engine. Manufacturers' 
recommendations· on adjustment and mainten-
ance should be carefully followed for all 
pumping plant components. 
Water table decline: 
The last cause of low efficiency which 
was noticed is water table decline. There 
are two types which are important in most 
of the High Plains area The most obvious 
is long-term decline, t of equal or great~ 
er importance are cyclica l fluctuations in 
pumping level which occur yearly. In some 
areas of concentrated irrigation develop-
ment, the pumping lifts will increase_ by 
20 to 40 feet d.uring the irrigation sea-
son, but the net water t able decline from 
year to year may be ~ui e small. At the 
time of the pumping plant tests, long term 
decline had been insigni.ficant. However, 
it will be much more i mpDrtant in the fu-
ture because o·f the gre t increase in ir-
rigation development wh:i.ch has occured. 
The effects of these dec lines and fluctua-
tions should be anticipa~ed and pumps se-
lected accordingly. Pumps s hould generally 
be selected for pumping s omewhat less water 
_at a greater total head ·t:han indicated by 
the well test. The correct amount for this 
ad j ustment depends on l ocal conditions. 
Brand names: 
Questions are often .asked about which 
brand of pump or engine is most efficient. 
The results of this study indicate that 
these are relat.ively uni.important questions. 
On the average, plants h2ving pumps made 
by small manufacturers. had significantly 
lower efficiencies, but o significant 
difference was noticed between the average 
efficiency of various brands produced by 
major manufacturers. Eff-i ciencies varied 
greatly within each ma jor brand of pump 
according to how well i t was applied. 
Also it should be noted that performance ' . data furnished by major pump manufacturers 
indicates much more diffe rence between 
the efficiencies of pumps with in a brand 
than between brands .. 
The same is also trne of engines. It 
is much more important to the efficiency 
of the pumping pl,ant to h ave a properly 
applied engine than to have one of a part-
icular brand. Efficiencies seemed to vary 
relatively little among engines if the 
compression ratios were adequate, if the 
engines were operated a t speeds which 
were reasonable for their design and op-
erating conditions, and i f the engines 
were properly loaded. 
RESULTS OF LOW EFFICIENCY 
Low or high efficiencies are not ends 
in themselves. They are important because 
they are closely related to the economic 
well being of irrigation farmers and 
their communities. The principal results 
of low pumping plant efficiencies are: 
1. Additional pumping costs to water 
users. 
2. Usually less water is available 
when needed. 
3. Economic failure of an area may 
result if irrigation farming is 
marginal. 
·4. Greater power supplies and larger 
investments in distribution equip-
ment are required. 
EVALUATION OF PUMPING COSTS 
A procedure frequently used to deter-
mine irrigation pumping costs is to conduct 
a survey or study to find the actual costs 
for a large number of pumping plants. The 
records thus obtained are summarized to 
determine pumping costs.(l,4,5) Many pro-
blems are involved, making it important to 
recognize the limitations of this procedure 
and to make interpretations accordingly. 
In this study, ·an attempt was made to 
obtain cost records on the pumping plants 
tested. It was found that very few farmers 
had records which were adequate to make 
reasonably accurate evaluation of their 
annual pumping costs. Also, it was believ-
ed that most of those farmers participating 
in this study were above average managers. 
This was es-pecially likely to be true of 
those having good records, so it is pro?-
able that they had better pumping plants 
for the money spent than the average in 
the High Plains. 
In addition, costs were found to vary 
greatly throughout the area as a r~sult of 
great differences in the amount of water 
pumped, pumping lift, pumping plant effi-
ciency, maintenance and care, annual hours 
of use and other factors. Comparisons be-
tween competing power sources based on 
averages of such variable da t a could re-
sult in conflicting and unfa i r interpre-
tations by readers who were not familiar 
with the differences i n condi tions under 
which the plant"s were operat ing. There-
fore, instead of summarizing the cost data, 
it has been used in developing cost rela-
tionships and procedures for predicting 
pumping costs. The following sections will 
be devoted to a d is·cuss ion of the various 
costs involved in pumping irr igation water 
and the methods which can be used to est-
imate these costs. 
Annual Investment Costs 
Costs can be classified as either 
investment or fixed cost s and operating 
or variable costs. Inves tment costs occur 
whether or not equipment i s u sed. Operat-
ing costs are related, but not always in 
· direct proport i on, to t he amount of use. 
Also, investment or fixed cos t s are not 
always independent of t he amount of annu-
al use. 
When a well is drilled and a pumping 
plant installed, the owner has committed 
himself to substantial i nves tment costs 
regardless of whether or not the facility 
is used. These costs are depreciation, 
interest on the investment , t axes and in-
surance. Too often when s t a t ements are 
made about pumping costs ., fixed costs are 
ignored and operating costs emphasized. 
Depreciation is considered to be a 
fixed cost, but it is only fixed if dete-
rioration or obsolescence; ra t her than 
wear, determine the useful lif e of the 
.equipment. This is essent ially true for 
properly constructed wells. However, de-
preciation of pumps and power units is a 
fixed cost only for a limited amount of 
annual operation. Greater amounts of an-
nual operation s.horten the l i ves of pumps 
and power units so the deprec i a t ion is 
greater. 
Interest is another major investment 
cost which should always be considered. 
It is a cost whether or not t he money is 
borrowed, because the money is capable of 
producing a return if invested elsewhere. 
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If the money is borrowed, the interest 
rate used in cost analysis should always 
be at least as high as the rate paid. In 
any event, the minimum rate used in deter-
mining the cost of pumping should be at 
least as high as that currently bP.ing 
earned by savings ~ccounts or high grade 
bonds. Alternative investment opportuni-
ties should be considered when selecting 
an appropriate interest rate; 
A convenient way to compute interest 
and depreciation on equipment is by .using 
capital recovery factors. This procedure 
accounts for the cost of interest on the 
investment plus the money which could be 
set aside on interest each year to replace 
the equipment at the end of its estimated 
useful life. Capital recovery factors are 
listed in Table 3. 
Table 3 
Capital Recovery Factors 
Expected Useful ComEounded Interest Rates 
Life (years) 5% 6% 7% 8% 
5 .2319 .2374 .2439 .2504 
6 .1970 .2034 .2098 .2163 
7 .1728 .1791 .1856 .1921 
8 .1547 .1610 .1675 .1740 
10 .1295 .1359 .1424 .1490 
12 .1128 .1193 .1259 .1327 
15 .0963 .1030 .1097 .1168 
20 .0802 .0872 .0944 .1019 
24 .0710 .0782 .0858 .0937 
40 .0583 .0665 .0750 .0839 
Capital recovery factors are multi-
plied times the difference between the ini-
tial cost of the equipment and its salvage 
value to obtain an annual depreciation and 
interest cost on that portion of the invest-
ment. This result does not include interest 
on the part of the investment represented 
by the salvage value, so the interest on 
this portion of the investment should be 
added to obtain the total annual cost of 
depreciation and interest. As an example, 
consider an internal combustion engine 
which costs $3000, has an expected useful 
life of 8 years and has a trade-in or sal-
vage value of $500. The capital recovery 
factor for 6% interest would be 0~1610. 
The annual depreciation and interest costs 
would be computed as follows: 
Total Depreciation = $3000 - $500 = $2500 
Annual dep. & int. = ($2500)(0.1610) + 
($599)(0.06) = $402.50+$30.00 = $432.50 
Depreciation and interest are the 
major investment costs, but taxes and in-
surance should not be ignored. Taxes vary 
considerably over the area. They may be 
based on the pumping rate of the well, 
irrigated acreage, valuation of the well 
and equipment, or a combination of these. 
Also, pump taxes levied by ground water 
management districts should be included 
in the annual pumping costs. 
Some well owners do not carry insur-
ance on their pumping plants. However, 
even though an insurance premium is not 
paid, an allowance for the risk taken by 
the owner should be considered part of 
the cost of pumping water. 
Operating Costs 
The most obvious operating cost is 
the cost of the fuel or electric power. 
Also included is pump maintenance and 
repair, pump oil, power unit maintenance 
and repair, supplies and maintenance and 
operating labor. : Cutting corners on in-
vestment costs usually results in higher 
operating costs which may, over the life 
of the pumping plant, add up to several 
·times as much as the initia1. savi1;1gs. The 
landowner should try to purchase a well 
and equipment which are adequate but not 
excessive. 
Cost Classification for Decision Making 
When a landowner decides to put down 
an irrigation well~ he has committed him-
self to making an almost endless number 
of management decisions for the duration 
of his ownership. The initial decisions 
made during the development phase are 
particularly important because to change 
them later will usually result in a rath-
er substantial financial loss. 
Among the initial decisions are those 
related to pumping, conveying and ' applying 
the irrigation water. The whole system 
must work together as a unit, so the deci-
sions need to be made in a logical order 
and based on valid reasons. It is beyond 
the scope of this publication to discuss 
selection of cropping programs, irrigation 
methods and equipment for conveying and 
distributing irrigation water. However, 
all of these decisions shJuld be consider-
ed when selecting pumping equipment. 
The decisions on well construction, 
development and testing can be made inde-
pendently of those involved with the pump 
and power unit. .In fact, pumps and power 
units should never be contracted for until 
well construction, development and testing 
are completed. The well test is the basis 
for selection of a pump and a power unit 
that will operate efficiently. Similarly, 
the selection of a pump is usually quite 
independent of the type of power used and 
the choice of power unit. Therefore, in 
this publication, costs of pumping will be 
classified according to whether they are 
associated with the well, with the pump, 
or with supplying the power to operate the 
pump. 
Well Costs 
Well costs were found to be highly 
variable throughout the High Plains area. 
Variations between the charges made by 
different drillers were found to generally 
reflect differences in well construction 
and the effort that went into well develop-
ment and testing. However, some of the 
more expensive wells were not superior in 
quality indicating that price alone does 
not assure a good well. 
The greatest ranges in both well cost 
and well quality were found in Baca County. 
Those records which were available showed 
a range in initial well costs of $6.80 to 
$15.50 per foot of depth. Many of the 
wells tested in Baca County were found to 
be cased only through the Ogallala formation 
and were open holes through the shale and 
sandstone formations. Most of the wells 
were not gravel packed, and torch-cut per-
forating casing was often used. Sand pump-
ing was common, resulting in severely worn 
pump impellers. Poor well construction was 
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one of the major reasons for the low aver-
age efficiency in Baca County. It is also 
significant to note that the well with 
the highest average cost per foot of depth 
also had the highest efficiency, and that 
both the well cost and the efficiency for 
this plant were comparable to those for 
the most efficient plants in the Northern 
High Plains. 
Records obtained in the Northern High 
Plains of Colorado showed an average well 
cost $13.40 per foot of depth with a range 
of $11.00 to $16.60 per foot. Some of the 
records were believed to be incomplete, so 
the actual average cost was probably about 
$14.00 per foot. Included was the cost of 
drilling, casing, gravel packing, drilling 
water, well permit, test holes, well de-
velopment, well testing and sales taxes. 
Some of these charges were usually com-
bined on the well driller's statement. 
The results of the efficiency tests 
provide very strong evidence that inade-
quate well testing and poor well construe~ 
tion generally result in excessive oper-
ating costs. Also, while very few wells 
in the High Plains area have completely 
failed, several others have been replaced 
because of sand pumping or plugging of 
the perforated casing or gravel pack. 
Therefore, good well construction appears 
to be necessary if assuming an expected 
25 year life for the wells is to be justi-
fied. 
On the basis of the costs reported, 
· it appears that wells whicfi are properly 
constructed, developed and tested will 
probably cost $13.50 to $17.00 per foot 
of depth depending on local conditions. 
An average of $15.00 per foot appears 
reasonable for a well with an expected 
life of 25 years. Unlike most other pump-
ing plant components, the well would have 
no trade-in or salvage ·value. Therefore, 
the capital recovery factor would be ap-
plied to the entire initial cost to de-
termine the annual depreciation and inter-
est cost. Referring to Table 3, we find 
that for a 25-year life at 6% interest, 
the capital recovery factor if 0.0782. 
The annual depreciation and interest cost 
for the well would be $15.00 times 0.0782 
or $1.17 per foot. 
Well taxes assessed by ground water 
' management districts are based on pumping 
rate, so they will be considered to be a 
pump cost rather than a well cost. Some 
counties base property taxes for pumping 
plants on pumping rates, irrigated acre-
age or other criteria on the theory that 
this method makes possible the taxing of 
the water supply in addition to the in-
vestment in equipment. However, for the 
examples in this publication, the proper-
ty taxes will be assumed to be levied on 
only the pumping plant components at the 
average annual rate of 1% of the original 
investment. Taxes for the $15.00 per foot 
well would then be $0.15 per year per foot 
of depth. 
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Insurance and maintenance costs would 
be negligible, so the total annual cost 
would be $1.17 depreciation and interest, 
plus $0.15 property taxes, for a total of 
$1.32 per foot of depth. Appropriate ad-
justments in this annual cost should be 
made if the interest rates are higher than 
6% or if the useful life of the well is 
expected to be less than 25 years because 
of declining water level or other problems. 
Pump Costs 
The cost of pumps varies with the 
length and diameter of the pump column, 
the number of bowls, the diameter and type 
of bowls and, to a considerable extent, 
with the quality or brand of the pump. No 
simple formula is available for estimating 
pump costs. 
The expected useful life of a ·pump 
depends on hours of use, pump quality, 
maintenance, amount of sand pumped, oper-
ating speed, impeller adjustment and many 
other factors. The average life of the 
better quality pumps operating 2000 hours 
per year or less is estimated at fifteen 
years. Corrosion and obsolescence are 
more likely to determine the life of these 
pumps than is wear. Also, it should be 
recognized that individual pumps may vary 
in life because of differences in corro-
sive properties of water, but these varia-
tions cannot be accurately predicted in 
advance. Wear is likely to determine the 
. life of pumps used more than 2000 hours 
per year, so an expected life of 30,000 
hours of total operation is suggested for 
these pumps. 
Maintenance costs were found to vary 
greatly. However, sand and air pumping 
appeared to be the principal causes of ex-
cessive pump maintenance, greatly increas-
ing the average maintenance costs of the 
existing pumping plants. Therefore, these 
average maintenance costs are considerably 
higher than those which would be expected 
for pumps which are correctly selected and 
are installed in properly constructed wells. 
Power Units and Related Equipment 
Questions are frequently asked about 
the type of power which is most economical 
for irrigation pumping. This study did not 
provide the answer. In fact, it indicated 
that there was no general answer. Each 
pumping plant presents a separate problem. 
Therefore, the purpose of this section is 
not to provide the answers, but to give 
general information and to illustrate a 
method which can be used to estimate the 
costs for a particular set of conditions. 
Initial costs of equipment for pump-
ing with elect~icity are generally lower 
than when internal combustion engines are 
used. No gearhead or driveshaft is re-
quired since the motor is mounted direct-
ly on the discharge head. ~ Annual invest-
ment costs are further reduced by the 
longer life and lm·ler maintenance costs 
of the equipment. However, the investment 
costs 9f the power supplier are quite 
high and are passed on to the customer 
in the form of much higher rates for the 
first few hundred hours of annual use. 
Electric motors, controls and wiring 
are assumed to have an expected life equal 
to ' that of the well if they are not over-
loaded. Maintenance costs on properly 
applied equipment were also found to be 
low. However, casualty losses, primarily 
due to lightning, were found to be consid-
erably more frequent than for other pump-
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ing plant components. Therefore, insurance 
allowances should be higher . 
Annual costs of providing power with 
internal combustion engines were found 
to average much higher than had been ex-
pected by engine manufacturers. The major 
reason appeared to be that very few en-
gines were properly applied. Most were 
found to be overloaded and/or operated at 
excessive speeds. It also appeared that 
some of the engine manufacturers were bas-
ing their expectations on experience with 
engines operating continuously in oil 
fields and industry, where engines are 
operated at lower speeds, with more con-
servative loading and with high quality 
maintenance performed by well-trained 
maintenance specialists. · Irrigation ex-
perience at lower elevations has also re-· 
sulted in too little consideration being 
given to compression ratio and the BTU rat-
ing of the fuel. Full consideration should 
be given to the special conditions in the 
Colorado High Plains which result in dif-
ferent or more severe problems than are 
generally found elsewhere. 
Overloading engines and/or operating 
them at excessive speeds results in short-
er useful lives, larger repair and main-
tenance costs, excessive fuel consumption 
and greater risk of a breakdown during a 
critical part of the irrigation season. 
The agrument is frequently advanced that 
high engine speeds and overloading can be 
justified by the lower initial cost of the 
smaller engine. However, records obtained 
on forty natural gas powered plants in the 
High Plains area indicate that this is not 
a valid agrument. The engines which were 
installed at the time that the records were 
obtained ranged in age from 6 months to 5 
years, with an average age of less than 2 
years. Seven of these had required major 
repair work during their first year of op-
eration as a result of improper application. 
Ten of the original engines had been 
replaced. Four of these had been consider-
ably overloaded. Their average life was 
1.5 years, resulting in an average annual 
· depreciation of nearly $700. The other 
six engines were applied fairly well, but 
some of them may have been slightly over-
loaded. They ranged in life from 5 to 9 
years for an average of 6.5 years, result-
ing in an average annual depreciation of 
about $360. Since very few older pumping 
plants were included and because lifetime 
r~cords of loading, hours of operation, 
maintenance and other data were not avail-
able, it is not possible to accurately 
estimate the useful life of irrigation en-
g~nes. However, the limited information 
which was available provides general indic-
ations which will be used in estimating 
engine investme~t and operating costs. 
The useful life of engines may vary 
greatly with hours of annual use, loading, 
operating speed, maintenance, lubrication 
and engine quality. Good quality engines 
which are properly selected and maintained 
should have useful lives of 20,000 hours 
if used 2000 hours per year or more. En-
gines used 1000 hours per year or less are 
estimated to have useful lives of about 
15 years. However, it should be emphasiz-
ed that fewer than 20% of the engines in 
use in the High Plains, and not more than 
SO% of those installed in 1967 can be ex-
pected to meet these goals. 
PUMPING COST EXAMPLE 
~Q attempt will be made to provide 
c~~~ts _ giving put?ping co~ts for the infin-
ite number of pumping conditions. The 
following tables will show estimated pump-
ing costs for one set of conditions. Esti-
mates could be made for other conditions. 
The example will be for a pumping 
plant having a 300-foot deep well, a pump-
ing rate of 1000 gpm· and a total operating 
head of 260 feet. Pumping costs are esti-
mated for 500, 1000, 2000, and 3000 hours 
of annual use. It is assumed that natural 
gas and electrical efficiencies of 15.0% 
and 65.0% are achieved as a result of good 
well construction, pump selection and 
power unit selection. Also, it is assumed 
that good quality equipment and maintenance 
practices will be used. These assumptions 
result in higher initial costs but lower 
annual costs than the average plants now 
in use in the High Plains. 
It should be recognized that these 
are estimates of average useful life. In-
dividual units will have a useful life 
which varies considerably from the average. 
Table 5 and Table 7 are based on the 
useful lives shown on Table 4, on 6% inter-
est rates and on repair and maintenance 
records for better than average plants. 
~ower and fuel costs vary in the study area, 
due to individual suppliers' policies and 
areas served. Table 6 explains the rates 
which were used for Table 5 and Table 7. 
Table 4 
Estimated Useful life (years) of Components of 
Well Designed Pumping Plants 
- - - - -
Well 
- · - . Pump 
Gearhead 






































Table 5. Estimated Annual Pumping Costs for a Typical Well 
Pumping 1000 gpm at 260 Feet of Head for 2000 Hours per Year 
Well (300' Deep) 
Depreciation & Interest(a) 
Property Tax 
Well Investment Costs 
Pump 
Depreciation & Interest(a) 
Property Tax & Insurance 
Pump Tax (GWM District) 
Pump Investment Costs 
Pump Oil 
Pump Repairs(b) 
Pump Operation & Maintenance 
Total Annual Well & Pump Costs 
Power Unit 
Engine or Electric Motor, Control & Wiring 
Depreciation & Interest(a) 
Property Tax 
Insurance 
Gearhead & Drive Shaft Inv. Costs(a) 
Gas Line & Foundation Inv. Costs(a) 
Power Unit Investment Costs 
Engine Oil & Oil Filters 





Oper. & Maint. Labor 
Power Unit Oper. & Maint. 
Power Unit Costs Other Than Fuel or Power 
Total Annual Well & Pump Costs 
Annual Costs Other Than Fuel or Power 
Fuel or Power (rates NG-1 & E-l)(c) 
























































{a)Based on useful lives shown in Table 4, 6% interest and overall efficienc~es 
on 15% for natural gas and 65% for electricity. 
{b)Repairs may not be needed for all plants and wi ll not occur yearly. 
Estimated average annual costs are charged to each plant. 
(c)Rate schedules are given in Table 6. 
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· Table 6 --·--... --- ~-· -
- - · Fuel and Power Rates for Pumping in High Plains (a) 
-N~-1 Natural gas at 39¢ per 1000 cubic feet. Lines along section 
~ =: - lines provided by supplier. (Plateau- Burlington) 
NG-2 Natural gas at 28¢ per 1000 cubic feet. Customer pays for 
pipeline to reach farm. Average cost estimated at $3000 and 
.· assigned at 25-year useful life. (Kansas-Nebraska~ Yuma) 
NG~3- Natural gas at 30¢ per 1000 cubic feet. Lines along section 
=: ~ines provided by supplier. (Plateau - S~ringfield) 
E~l 5.0¢ each for first 1500 KWH of annual use 
3.0¢ each for next 250 KWH per nameplate h~rsepower 
1.5¢ each for next 350 KWH per nameplate horsepower 
- ~ - - --:: 1.0¢ for each additional KWH 
Present value of capital credit estimated at 9% of power bill(b) 
(K-C Electric - Stratton) 
E-2 5.0¢ each for first 1000 KWH of annual use 
4.0¢ each for next 100 KWH per nameplate horsepower 
2.5¢ each for next 200 KWH per nameplate horsepower 
0.9¢ for each additional KWH 
Present value of capital credit estimated at _ 9% of p~wer bill{b) 
(Y-W Electric - Akron) 
E-3 ·· · 5.0¢ each for first 150 KWH per nameplate horsepower , 
- -- . 3~0¢ each for next 150 KWH per nameplate horsepower 
1.5¢ each for next 300 KWH per nameplate horsepower 
-~--~:- ·1.0¢ for each additional KWH 
- :-- -·--Also, 1.0¢ per KWH rate replaces 1.5¢ rate for each KWH over 
30,000 KWH of annual use. Present value of capital credit 





Diesel fuel at 14¢ per gallon 
Propane at 11¢ per gallon 
Rate schedules are constantly being revised. Investment decisions 
should be made on the basis of current rates rather than those shown. 
Present policy of the Rural Electric Associations is to place a por-
tion of each customer's power payments in an emergency fund which 
is returned to the customer at a later date without interest. Present 
value of capital credit is estimated by discounting capital credits 
at 6%. 
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Table 7. Effect of Annual Hours of 0Eeration on Total 
Annual Costs for Pumping 1000 GPM Against 260 Feet of Head 
Annual Hours of 0Eeration 
Rate Type of Cost 500 1000 2000 3000 
NG-1 • Well & Pump $ 910 $ 927 $ 952 $1099 
Power Unit Investment 492 492 573 724 
Power Unit 0 &M 151 233 388 543 
Fuel 225 450 901 1351 
Total $1778 $2102 $2814 $3717 
NG-2 Well & Pump 910 927 952 1099 
Power Unit Investment 492 492 573 724 
Gas Line Inv. Costs 246 246 246 246 
Power Unit 0 & M 151 233 ' 388 543 
Fuel 149 298 595 893 
Total $1948 $2196 $2754 $3505 
. NG-3 Well & Pump 910 927 952 1099 
Power Unit Investment 492 492 573 724 
Power Unit 0 & M 151 233 388 543 
Fuel 174 347 693 1040 
Total $1727 $1999 $2606 $3406 
E-1 Well & Pump 910 927 I 952 1099 
Power Unit Investment 227 227 227 227 
Power Unit 0 & M 34 39 50 61 
Power 903 1355 , 2040 2726 
Total $2074 $2548 $3269 $4113 
E-2 Well & Pump 910 927 952 1099 
Power- Unit Investment 227 227 227 227 
Power Unit 0 & M 34 39 50 61 
Power 919 1228 1845 2462 
Total $2090 $2421 $3074 $3849 
• E-3 Well & Pump 910 927 952 1099 
Power Unit Investment 227 227 227 227 
Power Unit O&M 34 39 50 61 
Power 1184 1623 2301 2979 
Total $2355 $2816 $3530 $4366 
D-1 Well & Pump 910 927 952 1099 
Power Unit Investment 593 593 646 732 
Power . Unit 0 & M 138 204 312 467. 
Fuel 454 908 1816 2724 
Total $2095 $2632 $3726 $5022 
P-1 Well & Pump 910 927 952 1099 
Power Unit Investment 507 507 550 681 
Power Unit 0 & M 144 220 358 509 
Fuel 671 1342 2684 4026 
Total $2232 $2996 $4544 $6315 
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Table 8. Effect of Annual Hours of Operation on the Cost per Acre-Foot 
f or Pumping 1000 GPM Against 260 Feet of Head 
Annual Hours of Operation 
- - - Rate(a) 500 - 1000 !J 2000 3000 
-
NG-1 - $_19. 33 $11 . 42 $ . 7 . 65 :· $ 6.73 -
NG-.2' 21.17 11.93 , 7 ~48 ~. 6 . 35 
NG-.3 18.77 10 . 8q - ·, 7 . 08 
!..,.R· ~ ·.., -
6 .17 
_I :. -~ .. -







13 . 85 8 . 88 7.45 
13.16 8 . 35 6 . 97 





14 . ~0 10.13 9.10 
16.28 12 . 35 - 11.44 - ,.. '. J. _ : .,1 -
~ 
Quantity Pumped 92 184 368 552 
(a c.- ft.) 
. (a)see Table 5 for fuel and power price , schedules. 
0 {· • 
·-· 
Electricity vs Natural Gas 
It should be clearly understood that 
the relationships shown in the ~revious 
cost example apply only to a particular 
set of conditions. Other relationships 
can be expected for other horsepower r e -
quirements and different prices for power 
and fuel. 
- . Generally, the cost data indicates 
that for the natural gas and electrical 
rates listed in Table 5, the total annu-
- a l cost of pumping with natural gas will 
be consistantly lower when 100 horsepower ' 
or more is required at the pump shaft. On 
the _other hand, it appears· that electric 
pumping is less expensive when 40 horse-
power or less is required at the pump 
shaft . When the pump shaft requirement 
is less· than 100 horsepower but more than 
40 horsepower, the cost relationship will 
depend on which power and fuel rate sched-
ules are being compared and on the annual 
hours of operation . 
However, both efficiency and annual 
hours of operation have much more eff ect 
on the cost of pumping than does the type 
of power used. Other fact ors remaining 
constant, a highly efficient natural gas . 
or electric power plant will pump water 
j J • 
-
at a considerably lower cost per acre-foot 
than will either an elec tric or natural gas 
.plant of average efficiency. Table 8 shows 
the average pumping cost for 2000 hours of 
annual operation at rate NG- 2 is $7.48 per 
acre-foot. However, th1s cost is based on 
15 . 0% efficiency . Combining the classifi-
cations of "Pumps poorly fitted to wells"-
and "-Tests indicated pump performance much 
below manufacturer's specifications11 from 
Table 2 , the average efficiency is 10.8%. 
In the example, reducing the efficiency ' 
from 15.0% to 10.8% would increase pumping 
costs to $9 . 88 per acre-foot. Similarly, 
for rate E- 2 , a decrease in efficiency from 
65.0% to 45.4% would increase costs from 
$8.35 to $11.43 per acre foot. ; 
Table ~ illustratei the relation~hip 
between annual hours of operation and cost 
per acre-foot . For all power sources , the 
average pumping cost per acre-foot pump_e_d 
decreases considerably with increased annu-
· .. a l use . However, in this example, the unit 
cost decreased at a much slower rate for 
diesel and propane than for natural gas and 
electricity . This would also be true where 
electricity or natural gas rates are higher 
than those in the study area . 
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For this example, Table 8 indicates 
that the average cost per acre-foot pumped 
would range from $10.86 to $15.30 for 1000 
hours of annual pumping based on the vari-
ous electricity and natural gas rates in 
the study area. However, the total costs 
only increase at a rate of $3.30 to $4.90 
per acre-foot of additional water pumped. 
Therefore, the latter are the costs which 
would be considered by individuals making 
decisions on off-season irrigation of non-
irrigated crop land if pumping limitations 
are not in effect. 
It should also be noted that pumping 
cost alone is not always the only factor 
to be considered in selecting the type of 
power to be used. Some of the newer types 
of semi-automatic irrigation equipment have 
characteristics which are better adapted 
for use with internal combustion engines 
than electric motors, but the opposite is 
· true for some other equipment. Before any 
purchases are made, the well, the pump, 
the power unit and the irrigation system 
should be selected so that they fit toget-
her as a well-coordina~ed unit. 
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SUMMARY 
- · During 1964 and 1965, a study of 
-.:pumping plant efficiencies and costs was 
-=.-conducted in the High Plains of Eastern 
- colorado. A very wide range of efficien-
:cies was found with some pumping plants 
-Operating at very low efficiencies and, 
:as a result, costing their owners several 
hundred dollars per year more than was 
necessary. 
The principal causes of low efficien-
cy and high pumping costs were inadequate 
well testing, incorrect pump selection, 
. changes in irrigation systems after pump 
installation, and incorrect engine selec-
tion. Additional causes were improper 
-well construction, inadequate maintenance, 
improper operating procedures, and water 
table declines and fluctuations. 
·_-Pumping costs were found to be high-
ly va·riable. Records obtained from well 
owners indicated that attempts to reduce 
~nitial costs of pumping plants generally 
resulted in much higher total annual "cost 
becaU:se of shor_ter ~quipment life and ex-
- . - ... - ... - -- - - . 
·--- - . - - --
cessive ·operating costs. However, some of 
the plants with higher initial costs also 
had excessive total costs. All components 
of pumping plants must be properly select-
ed if performance is -to be satisfactory 
and the cost per acre-foot of water pumped 
is to be minimized. 
Analysis of the cost of pumping with 
electricity and natural gas indicates that 
for most rates currently in effect in the 
Northern ~igh Plains, the efficiency of 
the pumping plant and the number of hours 
of annual use have much greater effects on 
total pumping costs than does the type of 
power used. 
Information obtained from this study 
was used by the Extension Service as a 
base for an intensive educational program 
on well construction, well testing, pump 
selection and pow·er unit selection. It is 
also being used in economic studies of ir-
rigation development and in ground water 
management for the Northern High Plains. 
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